Meaningful Math

There is more to math than knowing your numbers!

Young children see the world very concretely. Children come to understand math symbols and their meaning through direct experience with...

“The Real Thing”.

The world of math is filled with symbols. Selected manipulative and a carefully planned environment fosters thinking, security and the development of mathematical concepts.

Be sure to involve....

Discussion

Manipulatives &
Time for investigation!

Your child can realize that doing mathematics is a common human activity when they are engaged in relevant activities that promote....

Sorting

Analyzing

Classifying

Comparing

These types of developmental skills can be nurtured through direct investigation with....

Manipulative    Water Play
Blocks Building  Art materials
Sand Play        Dramatic Materials
Cooking Activities and with....

Household Materials

Sorting...

Let your child help you...
Sort the laundry
Sort the silverware in the drawer
Sort their shirts, stripes, prints, solids

Analyzing...

Let your child clean out your tupperware and plastic tub cupboard.

Challenge him/her to find as many ways as he/she can to:
Stack
them by size inside one another.

Rearrange
them in the cupboard differently.

Ask your child:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Why some of the tubs don't fit?} \\
\text{Is there a better way to store them?} \\
\text{Can you think of other things around the house that stack inside each other?}
\end{align*} \]

Classifying…
Your canned good cupboard is a wonderful classroom!

Tell your child the following:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{“Here are some cans.} \\
\text{I bet you can read some of the labels.} \\
\text{I bet you can tell me the colors of the labels.} \\
\text{I bet you can even tell by the pictures what is inside the can!} \\
\text{You put these in groups. You can group them any way you want.} \\
\text{When you are done I have to guess how you grouped them. Then it will be my turn.”}
\end{align*} \]

Comparing…
Using the same cans, they can compare...

So…the next time your child comes home from school and you ask…

“What did you do today in school” and your child says….

“Oh, nothing…we just played”

Remember…play is a relevant activity for young children and a great avenue for learning about the world of mathematics!
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